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 ReCOMMenDeD InSTAllATIOn SequenCe FOR:
 PB75-29101 Air leaf Bushing Kit
 PB75-29674 Air leaf Bushing Kit
1) Insert the inner urethane sleeves into each end of the eye casting. Insert the steel spacer tube and seat the  
 bushings as far into the casting as is possible before the spacer tube tightens up. Remove the spacer tube. 

 NOTE: Please be aware that the inner urethane sleeves in   
 our kits are tapered and must be inserted into the eye casting  
 small end first. (The OE rubber parts are straight sided and can  
 be installed from either end.) 

2) Insert the eye casting into the hanger and align the eye casting  
 eye with hanger’s eye. (This may be a tight fit.)

3) Insert the spacer tube through the hanger eye and into the inner  
 urethane bushings.

4) Install the hard urethane washers into both   
 ends of the hanger (stepped side inwards).   
 You may have to tap them down to seat them.

5) Insert a compression washer on both ends   
 with counter-bored side facing outwards. 

6) Run bolt through entire assembly from the   
 outboard side. (If end of bolt does not protrude  
 sufficiently to start nut either reseat the hard   
 urethane washers or use a longer bolt and nut  
 to reseat the whole assembly.)

7) Install nut and torque to manufacturer’s   
 specification. (Do not reuse old bolts.)
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